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Guide for homescapes tips and cheats

Homescapes is a match-3 puzzle game developed by Playrix. If you want to master it, you may need to learn some useful cheats for homescapes. When Austin arrived at their traditional old houses, he saw the whole house falling apart. To remodel and restore Austin's parents' house, you can help him clear each level and earn coins.
Here you'll get a simple guide on the best tips, tricks and cheats to overcome adversity, earn more rewards, and finally become the best player. When it comes to playing Homescapes, you should focus on the game and consider some important tips and tricks to get the progress you want. In the early stages, it is easy to solve the puzzle
and move on to the next step. But as the level progresses, you'll face some difficult stages. To overcome that stage, you will need coins or stars. With the help of homescapes hack, you can complete hard phases and make faster progress. This way, you can also decorate your home to look beautiful. Due to lack of resources, some
players struggle with various problems, but Homescapes Cheats can help you. Homescapes Game FeaturesIf you like DIY home renovations? Then you will enjoy this game. There are many things you can do in this homescapes game. First, your job is to renovate the whole house. You can do this by exchanging and matching pieces.
There are also those who are required to do interior design. This is a place where you can decide how the house looks. When you have completed the renovation phase, you can go back and enjoy challenging levels. In Austin's big house, there's a lot of secrets to discover. Reveal it gradually. You'll love those characters. It creates
amazing gameplay - you will enjoy watching them interact with each other. All characters have different lifestyles. This game also has beautiful pets. You probably already know that you can invite and play alongside Homescapes games using social networks. Together you can make a comfortable and warm home. I said earlier that each
character communicates with each other. Also, some characters have social media profiles, aren't they so good? This game can allow you to create an atmosphere according to your preferences. Easy Ways to Collect Stars and CoinsYou have to spend coins and collected stars to decorate the house in the game. In this case, cheating for
homescapes definitely helps you to earn stars and coins faster. With the help of some free tools, you can easily money to meet your needs. It just needs to follow a simple process to generate coins and stars. Beginners should consider this method as it can help you to get out of trouble quickly. Visit the official Website of Homescapes
Cheats to access this tool. After that, share your username to make money homescapes. Basic Knowledge for Starting a Homescapes Family GameAustin wants to sell an old family home. But Austin doesn't want to lose the legacy of having Home. He can save the house by solving some puzzles, earning stars, and redecorating the
whole house. This can be a daunting task, but I will give you the easiest cheating for homescapes to make the whole process easier. Where to Start PlayingYou have to analyze correctly before you swipe anything. You might find something more technically spot than that. Blocks falling onto the stage may be random, but the starting point
is not. Looking for a good place to start the stage for a chain reaction. Try to start the stage with a special block or with a large chain reacting the place. Combining Blocks for VictoryOnly matching every three blocks is not the most effective progress. You can make rapid progress to group more blocks that create custom blocks. Like four
blocks in a row make Rocket, which will delete the lines either horizontally or vertically, on the other hand, a group of five will make a bomb. These special blocks allow you to activate special abilities to complete levels faster and get the best rewards. How to Remove BoxRockets is one of the most useful blocks in the whole game if you
know how to use them. By using rockets, you can quickly clean difficult stages that have jellies or boxes. In addition, you can slide the rocket to the next line to a different position. How to Get BaruAt Carpet first, you have to cover the background of the carpet. Only clearing blocks can not give you fresh carpets - it is very important to
clean the rows that touch the carpet. Fortunately, bombs, airplanes, and rockets can help you to spread the carpet. How to Change RoomsIf you are not happy with the decorations, you get from Austin's mom and dad, then you can change them. It requires a few coins. When you want to change an object at home, hold your finger on it;
after that, you'll get options on what you can change. Things in the house do not affect the game; make sure you are satisfied with your decorations. Cheat for Homescapes With Additional Tips and TricksSave Moves as much as you can It's important to save movement while playing match-3 puzzle games like Homescapes. For beginner
gamers, it will take more steps than usual, but keep playing and flowing some tricks you can clear that level with less movement. Do you know why it matters? Because it will help you to get, a certain part in the puzzle board for each save movement. These individual pieces will reveal themselves to be Rockets or Bombs. You know bombs
can be turned off for explosions that will give you a lot of bonus coins. So, try it save as many moves as you can! How to Cover SpacesAnother that doesn't radiate the key to success in Homescapes creating Paper Airplanes. You can do this by matching the four sections in a square or box formation. After that, you can use it to break
locked pieces for free. In addition, you can use Paper Airplanes to cover uncared space on a large scale. It is one of the best boosters with Use. Don't forget how useful rockets boosters are to solve puzzle games. It can successfully clean rows or columns and spread the carpet where the Rockets are. To spread it, you need to match all
the parts on the carpet. It can be a lifesaver on the carpet level when needed to cover the entire puzzle board. If you can't do it efficiently, this stage can eat up your movements. Try to maximize your Rockets by using them more difficult locations to delete columns and rows. Don't waste your Rockets, identify areas that are difficult to
make the most significant difference. The power of Rainbow BallNot forget you can get the Rainbow Ball, by matching five tiles in a row or column. These are the most powerful elements in Homescapes. Simply swap Rainbow Balls, you can eliminate each match color tile on the board. Rainbow Ball is the best way to get through the
game using as much movement as possible. Your objective is to collect individual tiles to create a Rainbow Ball and match them to the types of tiles to solve puzzles quickly. If there's a chance to make the Rainbow Ball, take it! Different Types of Power-UpsPower-upFunctionHow to getRocketClears 1 row or columnMatch 4 in a straight
linePlaneClears 4 surrounding space, and 1 addition in another areaMatch 4 in the squareBombClears a lot of space aroundmatch 5 in alignment T or LRainbow BallRemoves all elements one typeMatch 5 in a straight lineEarn More CoinsThere is a variety of ways to earn coins in Homescapes:Residual movement can generate coins.
You'll earn coins by completing a day's tasks. Earn 1,000 bonus coins to connect Homescapes to your Facebook account; thus, you can play it with your friends. Log in and play every day to earn bonus coins. If you have enough coins and stars, it will be more accessible to exchange furniture, buy Booster, and progress through the game.
These tips, tricks, and cheating undoubtedly helps you become one of the best players in Homescapes.Homescapes story cheatsHere are some secret password codes free mail:Xb1OCB9o3n - life0bJcJnYpdK - goldY6qTqXgUov - stari40eIEIJyD- boost2Fyq0tDOSQ – new level5rnsEPsloF- offline modeN1ZOf4HGuL – unlimited number
of movesHomescapes Guide that Every Player Must KnowFocus at GoalsEach level You have certain conditions with fixed movement for completion. Make sure you follow these rules and handle your movements carefully. Otherwise, you may run out of steps before you can meet your goals. Combos you make can't help you if you're
wasting your moves. To achieve the goal You have to do something. For example, you can gain access to cherries after removing the jelly from the board. You can call success combined because you can collect cherries and remove boxes from the board at the same time. In addition, focus on removing the box to grab some cherries on
the way. Think about the condition and see steps must be taken first. When you Get BoostersBoosters are earned as a reward, so it is best only when you are stuck in a certain stage. This strategic use will allow you to keep progressing through the levels. In level 8, you'll see the first booster, Hammer. It can remove a block from the
board. Bombs and rockets opened on level 14. In level 16, you will be able to unlock rainbow balls. Finally, you can open the paper plane in Level 20. Saving Austin's childhood home can be a daunting task, but with our Homescapes strategy guide, you'll be transforming his home in no time! Know Your Power Ups and Their
FunctionalityMatch three puzzle games have different types of power-ups that you can get by simply arranging a number of different tile combinations. You need to know what each type is doing so you can use it strategically in the game. We have listed them all below to have an idea about; how to get and when to use it. RocketYou can
create it by combining four tiles. It clears entire rows of tiles on a horizontal or vertical depending on how the tiles are made. If the column is built using tiles, it will be a clear horizontal. On the other hand, it will be clear vertically. So before making a rocket, please stay on your mind. BombIf you can match five tiles in the form of an L, then
produce a bomb. You can use the bomb to remove all the tiles within a two square radius. Be careful when using it near the edge of the board because there you can not use the maximum strength of clearing. Paper PlanePaper is a unique type of power-up rarely seen in other match-three games. To get it, you need to match four tiles in
a square. This will clear four tiles in a cross pattern. After that, it will fly to a single tile and remove it as well. It may seem inefficient, but it can be a lifesaver when used correctly. Often, you'll find puzzles that require clear individual tiles. It's easy to clean at the beginning, but as the level progresses, it will be harder to solve. There are the
best resources to use. Make sure you use it at the end of the puzzle to maximize your unique potential. Rainbow BallWhen you can match five tiles in a row or column, it will generate a Rainbow Ball. When you swap tiles, they delete all instances of tiles on the whiteboard. This is probably the hardest thing to do and the most useful thing
to clean a lot of tiles. Not only that, but you can also delete all instances of a specific tile. In addition to this individually, you can try it together as much as you can better effect. Combining paper planes with rockets or bombs will have aircraft carrying explosives to their final destination. It allows you to detonate explosives in different
locations. There are many powerful combinations that could potentially remove an entire board in one step. All Of All comboPower UpsFunctionPlane + PlaneClears area 3 x 3 and 3 random obstaclesPlane + Bomb / RocketDoes same as paper planeRocket + RocketClears respectively and columnsBomb + RocketClears 3 lines and 3
columnsBomb + BombExplode with a radius greater than 36 tilesRainbow Ball + Rainbow BallClears everything on the game fieldRainbow Ball + BombReplace all elements of the same color as BombsRainbow Ball + RocketEliminate all elements of the same color as RocketRainbow Ball + PlaneClear all elements of the same color as
Paper PlaneLearn How Special Tiles WorkAs progress level, you will see some unique tiles that behave differently. If you know about it before you face that strange condition, you can deal with it well. Here I list the unique tile types that you will see in the game Homescapes. Carpet Stage has carpets that require it to spread throughout
the board. You can do this by matching existing tiles under the carpet. To cover, make a match where at least one tile is on the carpet. Otherwise, you're just wasting your move because it won't help you anyway. BoxBox is emptied by matching the tiles next to it. They cannot be exchanged for other tiles, but they will allow power ups to
pass through them. If you use the power-up next to the Box, it will not delete the Box.Cookie Character Cookie like Box. You can remove it when you match the tiles next to it. One of the features that makes it different from The Box is that you can swap with other tiles to make a match. In addition, you can use power-ups to delete cookies.
But it doesn't let the power get through. This means when you use a rocket next to Cookies, it will destroy the cookie without clearing the rest of the rows or columns. How to Renovate a House? When you have enough stars, you can start working on renovating the house. In this case, you should follow the search Austin gave you. Just
tap the check mark to open the task menu list. This task requires a number of different stars to accomplish. Choose the one you want to do and watch the Revealed scenes involving the characters in the game. Once the story is complete, you will be asked to choose the design you want for certain parts of the house. Basically, the
renovation is divided into several days. Once you complete a series of renovations or do some repairs, you will receive bonus coins or power-ups. Remember that, finishing the day will not restore your stamina. So, it is best to continue the renovation. Don't worry as you can always go back to previous renovations if you want to change the
design. Final verdictDifficult animated characters with scope to enhance your decorating abilities, Homescapes is one of the best games in recent times. The game is loved by millions of people, so developers create some difficult stages to bypass. To successfully overcome those stages, it is, must know important tips and tricks. In

addition, if you know, Homescapes Cheats are necessary, it will be easier for you. In this article, I try my best to inform all tips, tricks, and cheats. I hope you'll find this helpful. Can I Skip Renovations? Yes! You can do it. If you don't want to renovate what Austin is asking for, it doesn't impede the progress of your game. It's up to you. But if
you do it for sure, you will lose a lot of fun. Keep in mind that you can't go back to the previous puzzle to replay. But there's still a chance to renovate the whole house in one go. To do that, you have to collect as many stars as you can. Can.
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